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The style of the Associated Press is the gold standard for news writing. With "The AP Stylebook" in

hand, you can learn how to write and edit with the clarity and professionalism for which they are

famous. Fully revised and updated, this new edition contains more than 3,000 A to Z entries

including more than 200 new ones detailing the AP s rules on grammar, spelling, punctuation,

capitalization, abbreviation, and word and numeral usage. You ll find answers to such wide-ranging

questions as: . When should the names of government bodies be spelled out and when should they

be abbreviated?. What are the general definitions of the major religious movements?. Which

companies do the big media conglomerates own?. Who are all the members of the British

Commonwealth?. How should box scores for baseball games be filed?. What constitutes fair use ?.

What exactly does the Freedom of Information Act cover?With invaluable additional sections on the

unique guidelines for business and sports reporting and on how you can guard against libel and

copyright infringement, "The AP Stylebook" is the one reference that all writers, editors, and

students cannot afford to be without."
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The Associated Press (www.ap.org) is a not-for profit news cooperative that delivers fast, unbiased

news from every corner of the world. Founded in 1846, AP today is the largest and most trusted

source of independent news and information. Distributed by satellite and the Internet to more than

120 nations, AP services daily reach more than one billion people. With headquarters in New York



City, the AP has over 3,700 employees in more than 300 locations worldwide.

If you do any freelance writing at all, or if you've just wondered what newspaper style is when you

want to send newspapers a press release, then The Associated Press Stylebook gives you over

500 pages of information on AP style--which is what newspapers go by when they publish. This

reference book covers everything, in A-Z fashion, including numerical style, abbreviations,

punctuation, capitalization, and more. It even tells you how to reference religions and churches,

sports reports, fashion and foods. A quick briefing on media law is also included and very helpful. As

a journalist who used to sort through press releases to decide which ones to use, I also know that

this book could be immensely useful to clubs and social organizations--as well as public institutions

such as colleges and schools-- because the closer your press release style is to AP style, the more

likely that it will be used. I purchased this book at full price to do editing in my current job.

This remains an excellent reference on syntax and usage. It is nice to have a paper copy to touch

and reference.

I have to take off one star simply because this is AP, which is the mortal enemy of CMS, but since

we use journalism writing rules at work, I needed this book in order to avoid my darling Oxford

comma and adhere to news guidelines for writing.I'm actually pretty thrilled that this was available

for Kindle. As much as I prefer hard copies for reference books, it's super handy to be able to pull

this one up on my Kindle at work any time I need it. The formatting is great, and it's easy to find

exactly what I need to know when I'm editing our newsletters and other publications.If you're

reporting news in print or online, I have to recommend this book. AP rules have been a standard for

the news industry for as long as I've been alive, and while I may disagree with some of the standard

rules they've changed, I can understand the reasoning. AP style lends itself to clear, concise writing

that's necessary for anything journalism-related, and having it at your fingertips on Kindle makes

looking up the rules wonderfully easy.

Does this happen to you? You are writing a story, or a publication, or a school paper, and you don't

know if you're spelling something "right," or using a comma or em dash properly? If so, this book is

for you.This book will tell you what the Associate Press does when it comes to their writing style.

You will learn the "proper" way to spell a certain persons/places/things, you will learn what and what

not to capitalize, and just overall learn to be a better writer.Good writing takes lots of practice and



lots of writing, and this guide will help you become better faster. Recommended.

Helpful as always. Book is getting much thicker nowadays. Would like to see a CD included so we

can search on our computer. I know you're trying to send people to your website, but I think we'd

pay a little extra to have a cd that was searchable along with the book.

The reporters' bible. The Kindle online reader is a very convenient way to access this first-ever

e-book version of the Stylebook (no more lousy app that needs wholesale replacement regularly).

Highly recommended.

Great and handy book! Recommend this book to all those who's professors require this book or any

one looking to write in Ap style or those who write for the Mass Media. This is a must have!I as well

recommend you stay up to date with the newest yearly release. AP is always added and changing

things so STAY UP TO DATE!

Fantastic! This is a large book and extremely helpful for college level JOUR classes and all writing!

A must have. I find it much easier to have this book to flip through the pages, as the electronic

edition would not be as user friendly due to the size (in my opinion).
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